
What is Flex?
Flex® Testing—powered by VERIGENE®—is unique software technology that allows the user to customize the 
targets that are reported from a syndromic panel, limiting the final cost per test to include only the chosen targets. 
This provides full control and multiple testing options to the lab with a single, easy to use assay.

How do Flex Credits work?
• A user purchases a VERIGENE II Assay from Luminex, which 

includes a base number of reportable targets per test.
• If the user limits testing to the base number of targets or fewer, 

no further steps are required.
• If the user needs to access more targets than what is included  

in the base number, they can use Flex Credits to unmask 
additional targets without needing to run another test.

• Flex Credits are universal for VERIGENE II Assays. The number  
of credits deducted will vary by assay, and the number of  
targets reported.

As the healthcare landscape continues to 
evolve, Flex Testing enables the lab to adapt 
to individual testing needs and report only 

the targets that have been ordered.

To learn more, please visit orders@luminexcorp.com or  
support@luminexcorp.com
Products are region specific and may not be approved in some countries/regions. Please contact Luminex at support@
luminexcorp.com to obtain the appropriate product information for your country of residence.  
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Ordering Information

Part Number Description

CN-0435-01 100 Flex® Credits, VERIGENE® II

How are Flex Credits acquired?

Flex® Credits are ordered  
from Luminex

Luminex delivers the  
Flex® Credits via email

Credits are loaded into the  
VERIGENE® II System by scanning  
the barcode included in the email

VERIGENE® II Flex® Credits


